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ABSTRACT 

The environment is a system (1 I d a resource. Deforestation, resulting from the 

effect of human-induced activ I .• es on the natural resource has now become a 

Global problem, with the ev , : '- increasing pressure 011 Land occasioned by 

population growth . 

. The main aim of this study is to Jetennine the extent deforestation in Maiduguri. 

It is in !his way, argued that detection and analysis of Land cover changes is a 

necessaty requirement for eva'uating both influence and effect of changes in 

Land cover in a fragile vegetal;, In area of Maiduguri and its environs. 

To effectively relate satellite onservation to land cover changes, a quantitative 

link necessarily must be estab ished. To get factual information for the study, 

statistical data were obtained bftsed on the satellite dala (1976-1993), analysis of 

deforestation in Maiduguri, has ' eell carried out. 

Statistical presentation in tau".ar fonnat shows changes in different cluster. 

Therefore, there is need for Liwd cover data collection process to be technical, 

so that satellite-aided Land co"/ er change atlalyses conducted in different areas 

can elTectively be related. The nly way to do this is [or evelY study to employ 

different approach of ground {t · ta collection processes into baseline process. 

The result obtained revealed Llat between 1976 to 1993, the various land cover 

types have undergone the fol~ ,: wing changes in their spatial extent; build- up 

area (1. 3 %) , forest area ( 1 5% ) and agricultural area( 4.3%). Possible 

underlying reasons for the ob: .;rved changes, and their implication have been 

discussed. 
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(HAPTER ONE 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Many literatures have high ghted the dramatic weather events and 

Anthropogenic activities to del ;)restation taking place in the Sahelian region. 

The term Sahel, from the Arab ;, : language mean coast or plain. It was first used 

for areas south of the Sahara a~ a photo geographical concept. It describes the 

belt of vegetation that stretches [rom the Atlantic sea and separates the Sahara 

. from the deciduous savatma wGl)dlands in the south. The present deforestation 

in the study area has developed long ago and one of the most impOltant events 

was the increase in its extent tIu ough desert encroachment. With the felling of 

the trees in the envirotlllent, deforestation can be defined as the artificial 

conversation of forestland to non-forestland that is accompanied by clear 

cutting of the plant in an area fo~ use by the people living in the area. In Nigeria 

(particularly in the north) due to povetty, increase in population etc, people 

often depend more on the little :orest resources around them for fossil fuel and 

other domestic uses, (especiall' in Maiduguri). They also use it as source of 

supplementing and diversifying ~heir income by selling it. 

Destroying the little vegetation around this area has great impact on the 

envirolIDlent. It helps to increase net greenhouse gas emission to the 

atmosphere in the study area and the globe in general. The rate of deforestation 

varies from region to region Recent research result showed that in the 

Brazilian Amazon, the rate of (, ~forestation was around 6200 square miles per 

year from 1976- 1986, but f, '1 to 4,800 square miles per year from 1986-

1993 (sources: NASA, 2000), l lowever, in the Maiduguri environment the rate 

of deforestation increases the amount of carbon dioxide (C02) and other trace 

. gases in the atmosphere. 111e plants and soil of tropical forest hold 460-575 

billion metric tons of carbon 0 r the world, each area of tropical forest storing 
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about 180 metric tons of ca;bon. Vegetation is one of the fundamental 

components of Biosphere and lJ1ays some vital role in the substance ecosystem. 

Besides, it's well known func!i .1I1 of being a major source of food and fodder 

for man and for Livestock. It St: I ves as a major catalyst in a number of physical 

and Biochemical processes, th .t act separately in combination to shape the 

earth to what it is at a partie lar time. The advent of the satellite and high 

power computer has paved the way for better resolution. One advantage of 

remote sensing techniques 0 ver almost all the tools for environmental 

monitoring is that satellite dat are gathered in digital format, which makes 

. computer-assisted analysis a t .:: latively easy task. This became glaring as a 

result of the findings of a Hum.ber of research workers who demonstrated the 

efficiency of Landsat MSS ,1'1' .'1 and SPOT in detecting vegetation change and 

monitoring in different parts of Nigeria. 

However, the challenges of iw .ccessible areas and very wide region of study, 

present to same limitations in the generalization of available data. That is why 

it is necessary to exploit poteutials of Landsats, which provides a low-cost 

imagery and analysis of aVhi lable data. Also Landsat make such a wide 

region vegetation data informa ~ion of 1976 and 1993 extremely possible and 

cheaper. 

The study area is of particul'-r relevance not just because of the intensive 

human activities it has traditic nally been supporting but also because of the 

natural climatic changes such as drought, low-rainfall, high temperature and 

desert encroachment, which are known to be causing both positive and 

negative environmental chaIlL~s. In order to address these problems of 

deforestation in the area of st'll(ty, this study will present the results of satellite 

data imageries available. 
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1.1 DEFORESTATION: il PREVIEW 

Anthropogenic activities, eith' ~ r direct or indirect, have positive and negative 

effect on the study area. Def<')1', ~station in Maiduguri is rampant; due to the fact 

that 75% of the people liviE! , in the area use firewood, clear the little trees 

around for farmland, human ~ : , :ttlement etc, thereby exposing the surface bare 

to climatic activities. It was observed to that the rate of disforestation has 

increased to about 74km2 (+ 12%) between 1980 and 1987 ill the northern part 

of Barno state (MAFR 1983). The land cover was confirmed to be a cultivated 

field on which some tree species and slu·ubs were scattered, ostensibly to 

promote interaction between ti le trees/shrubs and non-trees/shrubs components 

of the land. This practice, sOllletimes called parkland Agro forest: has been 

shown to be a major one in Nigeria's semi-arid and savanna region (Gadzama, 

1991). Tropical deforestation has been noted as a serious ecological problem, 

especially under low rainfall at eas (Salau, 1992; IGBP, 1993), as noted in the 

study area. This has negative influence on the vegetation growth in the area, 

but due to high dem?nd for fuel wood, the few trees/shrubs are cut down. 

Deforestation results not only in the loss of trees, but also on the partial break 

down of the surrounding veg\':~ation where moisted areas are drained and the 

organic matter (e.g. humus) bound in the soil becomes easily decomposed. All 

these processes release carbon dioxide (C02) and Methane (CH4) into the 

Atmosphere. Since 1850, there has been a world-wide release of some 20% 

(117 thousand million tones) of carbon, which was stored up in vegetation, 

(Global climate problem, 200U). However, such carbon is lost due to human

activities in the forest. 

If the vegetation of the study area and other part of the world continues to 

change at the current annual ru.l:es, most of the forest areas would disappeared 

(Global Climate Problem, 200:l). Such will have adverse effect on the ground 

surface and surviving organis ·,s that make up the forest. Investigation will be 
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needed using a remote sensinf teclmique to monitor or coniinll the extent of 

deforestation. Landsat MSS, f 't1, SPOT and NOAA AYHRR produce imager 

coverage of the earth. It is 11 : cessury to apply them to monitor and detect 

changes in the forest area ill 0) : 1(;1' to save uur ellvirolU11ent from degradation. 

· 1.2 STATEMENT OF PflUBLEM 

75% of the people in the study area are poor and they depend on the little forest 

around Maiduguri for fuel wood and other domestic uses. They use it as source 

of supplementing and diversi lying their income by selling it. Most of the 

forests in the area, in the In ~ t 40 years, are greatly threatened due these 

activities. The economic factors influencing deforestation in the area have been 

on the increasing demand fo I' gum Arabic, tatmin materials for the leather 

processing industry and fuel w:)od demand from 1976-80, the current trcnds or 

pressure on the study area veg;~ tation is due to increase in population, poverty 

etc, which lead to high demaTH. on natural resources and new trends in land-use 

with linkages between crop production, livestock and human settlement. 

Destroying sllch little veget8.1.;on has impact on the environmcnt. It helps to 

increase net green house gas emission into the atmosphere in several ways. 

Firstly, it increases carbon sUred in standing trees by releasing it into the 

atmosphere. Secondly, defore~, lation degrades the forestland and the soil in the 

area. Such activities have increased desert encroachment in the area. 

Deforestation also has profoll '1d effect on global climate, which endangers the 

ecosystem, other life support :'1, d mun. 

1.3 OBJECTIVE OF THl STUDY 

The aim of the research is to :; f mlyse deforestation in the fragile ecological zone 

of the Sahel region. In carrying out the research the following shall be 

addressed: 
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a. To compute the percentage area degraded and the rate of deforestation 

b. To determine the factors in): uencing degradation. 

c. To provide land use charges map as it relates to deforestation. 

1.4 JUSTIFICATION 

The .Research will cOlltribu '_e to policy formulation for environmental 

protection and also will help in the knowledge of the contribution Remote 

Sensing application to academi : s. 

By careful examination of dynmnic nature of the forest condition of the study 

area, this research will examiqe the extent of deforestation in the area, the 

in1ormation derived from the 3' udy will be of impOltance to up-dating the data 

of the area. 

Historical infOlmation shows that docllments, sequential survey notes, aerial 

photographs and other remotely sensed data can serve as a means of 

information about the extent of deforestation and related changes. This shows 

that, direct comparisons of dcforestatioJl at different areas using remotely 

sensed data would be the best fur decision in policy making, the coming of 

satellite raises the possibility of monitoring a large scale of forest area. 

However, these applications are yet to be known in the study area. The 

application of remote sensing iL the Sahelian region area will be beneficial for 

monitoring and the planning on deforestation in the area, in order to protect the 

area from desert encroachment ur degradation. 

Satellite image have been chosen for this study due to the fact that, when 

viewed against the content of iJ accessible areas and the wide regioll of study, 

the use of the present available data appears not to be ollly prohibitively 
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expensive, but will be associat: d with practical complexity and problems that 

could even compromise the ac I :uracy of change in estimation. That is why it 

necessary to exploit potentiab of landsat, which has a low-cost imagery and 

analyze the data available. Mo , : over, the choice of the Maiduguri and environs 

in Borno state was based on l ' e magnitude of environmental changes taking 

place in the area and the need to educate the people about the environmental 

impact of deforestation in the sludy area and the country at large. 

1.5 SCOPE AND LIMITATION 

Deforestation serves as envirc nmental degradation, which are as a result of 

. human-induced activities. The interest of this study is to analyse the extent of 

deforestation, its factors and ils effect in the study area. To carry out this set 

goals, maps produced by FOEMECU (1976 and 1993) are to be used. The 

maps are cartographical repres{ :,}tations of the real land used and the vegetation 

whose shapes and relationship~' must be understood as the changes in the study 

area. 

However, it was difficult to obtain images of recent times and other related 

remote sensing material like aC!'ial photographs, due to financial disability. 

Another constrain in the study was the inability to go round the study area to 

collect some data. Hence sonv..: selected areas in Maiduguri like Molai, Jere and 

unimaid have been chosen for the study during the field check in December 

2001. Satellite Images data of 1976 and 1993, field check report, and computer 

facilities at the Javi Solutiom Center Suleja was used. Examples were also 

drawn from a range of recently published books, journals, paper presentation, 

etc to accomplish the study. T lis study was restricted mainly to the study area 

and was derived directly from .he available data. 
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1.6 GEOGRAPHY OF TJ:U: STUDY AREA 

1.6.1 LOCATION: MAIDU ( URI 

Maiduguri the capital city of 130rno state, is located on latitude 11 u5N and 

. longitude 13°, 05N. II is entin;: I~1 situated within the Chad basin (figure 1.1). It 

stands on the suriace 1160ft 1)55 metres) above sea level 011 a relatively 

undulating plain north west oJ' the Bama ridge. It has an area of about 543 

square kilometers. The populal. ·l)n of the area is 629, 486 people with a density 

of 159.1 persons per square kil0meter, (census 1991 ) and (Borno census 1994). 

1.6.2 CLIMATE 

According to Koppens classification (Koppcns (931), Maiduguri is dry tropical 

bush type climate. Thus, it is :-emi- arid (Thambyaphillay 1979). This type of 

climate represents a transitiolwi climate situated between humid savanna and 

the desert. In fact, the climate of the study area is generally hot and dry for 

most of the year. It is marked by two seasons; wet and dry season. The wet 

season last for three to four (3-4) months, while the dry season is between eight 

to nine (8-9) months. Temperatures are generally high all year round with a 

mean of about 34.80e (OgulltOyillbo, 1978). The average monthly mean 

maximum temperature is about 31°c and the average monthly mean minimum 

temperature is 150e. This results in heavy concentration of dust. During the 

harmattan, the northeast trade, -inds obstruct the suns rays from penetrating the 

atmosphere, which result in extremely cold weather. 

Maiduguri is located in Sahel Savanna with an annual rainfall of about 650mm 

and has relative humidity under 40 percent throughout the dry season and 60 

percent during the wet season. 

The rainy season begins with mtermiUcnt trickles and heavy wind around the 

end of March or eady April hut does not get established until the middle of 
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June or July. The range here :3 influenced by the seasonal migration North

South of the inter-tropical Di~Y Ilntinuity (lTD). The beginning of the season is 

characterized by heavy storm ( >pecially bctween the rains. However, with the 

progress of the rainy season, tJ Ie strength of the wind calms down, only to be 

strengthened in November-feb ' aty. 

The precipitation in Maiduguri is basically of the convectional type of rainfall. 

July and August are the wettest month with range from lOOmm-295mrn on the 

average.100111111 per drop is C()lnmon, at this period for example there were 
' h Kl record drops of 11.3mm on 6 August, 1953, 103.4mm Oil 21 July 1958 and 

126.5mm on 6th August 1967. rhe last was the maximum rainfall value ever 

recorded in Maiduguri (1964- 1993). Generally, single drops are between 

25.0m111 and 66mm. The R~i llfall pattern is a single maximum type. It is 

usually recorded during the aft.?moon and associated with thunder storm (Max 

lock, 1976). 

1.6.3 RELIEF AND DRAINAGE 

Maiduguri has a relatively flat telTain of the Chad basin formation, which is 

made up of clay and sandy soils of a large undulating plain and slopes 

gradually toward lake Chad ill the North-East. This plain is recognized as 

norno plian. 

Maiduguri area is drained by River Alo and its tributaty River Ngaddabul, 

which are ephemeral in nature. The main River Alo, divides the town into two 

geographical units; to the weSL lies the largest urban area while to the East is 

gwange and other newly devel,: ping area. Presently, four (4) bridges have been 

constructed to link the various '3ectors of the metropolis. 
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Source: Millistry of Le, : alld Survey, Maiduguri, Barno State 

Figure 1.1 Map of BOL10 State Showing the Study Area 
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Other topographical stlUctures ncluoe large ponds, depression, basis, pits 

and hollows, which originated ; ither from tectonic or human activities through 

digging of sand and clay for tht ! constmction of mud and cement houses. 

1.6.4 SOILS AND VE( ;ETATION 

The soils are mainly clay for~ '-l ation overlaid by sandy, which may be up to 

three hundred feet (300ft:) thick. Sand dunes are also common features in 

Maiduguri. This sandy nature uf the soil may not be unconnected with the fact 

that the origin of the material i ~ Aeolian (Grove, 1968) .. 

Maiduguri is generally covered with great variety of unconsolidated deposit. 

The prominent sand rioge which passes tlu'ough Maiduguri and goes beyond 

Barna, popularly known as Bama ridge, is thought to mark the south shore of 

Lake Chao in the Pleistocene times (Thambyaphllay, 1979). However, the soils 

are fertile and encourage plant growth, but the area is deficient in moisture 

vegetation. 

The vegetation of the area is 'iparsely distributed with some short grass here 

and there with few shrubs an<.~ thorny trees. The trees around here are Neam, 

Acacia, thorny bushes, baobao and dump palms, Which are xerophytes. 

1.6.5 HUMAN ACTIVITlE~ 

Maiduguri with its environ is densely populated. The people in the city are 

engaged in different activities with the majority of them engaged in tertiary 

activities, that is government jobs and trading. However, some engageo in 

primary activities such as farming. These fanners proouce crops; fruits and 

vegetables. Such as millet, guiv-::ea corn, groundnut, beans and maize, fruits like 
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mangos, paw-paw, water melon, guavas, and cashew Hut, and vegetables like 

onions, carrots etc. Some of til ;:; crops are produced during the dry season, with 

irrigation on a small scale ba~, :.i at the back of their houses, behind offices and 

on the bank of lake Alo along dama Road, some 16 kilometers away from the 

city. Others, though little, eng .. ge in secondary activities, such as metal work, 

leatherwork, local soft drink al d other production of consumable goods. 

Due to economic hardship, p.:-ople living in Maiduguri now eugage in more 

than one activity. for exampk~ they l~mn in the dlY season, work as unskilled 

labour ill manufacturing indu.; ~ ries or building and construction companies. In 

addition, government workers are also husbandmen Irear animal or farmers or 

petty traders. 

1.7 STRUCTURE OF Tll€ REPORT 

This research is based on chaj}tcrs. Chapter one is thc illtroductory part of the 

study. Which comprises; deforestation preview, statement of problem, 

objective of the study, justific:).tion, Geography of the study area, structure of 

the rcpOit as well as scope and limitatioJl. 

Chapter two, contain the rcvic ;.; of related litcratures,. Chapter three deals with 

methodology, instnullentatiop :md data analysis procedure. 

Chapter four is the main body of the work, which deals with data analysis and 

interpretation of two diffen' lt maps acquired in 1976 and 1993, factors 

influencing deforestation, re:,; . It of findings, scanning and summary of the 

findings. Chaptcr five deals "j' ith conclusion recommendation, and summary. 

finally references and appCn(. l ; ~ were also documcnted. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITLRATURE REVIEW 

2.0 INTRODUCTION 

The environment is a system ~ lI ld a resource, while deforestation, desertification 

and biodiversity loss are rest! .tant effects of over exploitation of the natural 

resources in the environment The environment is a life support system, a 

resource with wide array of L,e, values and a w~ste, assimilator. Today the 

issue of our environment is hi ~ ',h on the global agenda. This is because many 

dimension of environment degradation such as deforestation, desertification, 

ozone layer depletion, global v 'arming and loss of biodiversity and many more, 

transcend national bOlJndarie~. Envirolmlental degradation is an umbrelJa term 

that includes physical, demogmphic and socio-economic processes contributing 

either directly or indirectly to t he deterioration of the envirolUllent. (Sanusi and 

Sarah 1999). The over bearing dement in desertification control is man. 

The improper management of land use in Nigeria influenced by the traditional 

tenure system is a problem in itself. It encourages fuel wood gathering, over 

grazing of vegetation area and crop production, to the detriment of the 

environment. Hence the rural population is forced to degrade the envirolUl1ent 

in the absence of ineffective legislative policies. Thus in the study area 

(Maiduguri) and areas like Kallo, Sokoto, Katsina and some part of Y obe with 

high concentration of humaIi population with unequal land tenure system 

within the framework of sub~1 istence living, communities utilize the natural 

environment beyond its capacities thereby encouraging desertification. 

However, let us look at the pli1l1ary cause, how they introduce deforestation in 

the area and other part of tlE~ country. It is generally known that, the . vast 

inhabitants of Nigeria's sudan 5:ahel zone depend on fire wood for cooking and 
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heating for both domestic and t"lon- domestic uses. 

Studies in Kano foulld that th, : estimated consumption of firewood per person 

in urban households was 3GO~ l; or 0.52m every year .. Satellite remote sensing 

is considered as perhaps the mly viable option in this regard ( Prince, at al 

1990 Alwashe and Bokhari, 1993). One added advantage of this tool over 

almost all the other tools for vegetation monitoring is that satellite data are 

gathered in digital format which makes computers - assisted analysis a 

relatively easy task, the data volume involved notwithstanding 

(Campbell, 1987). Being in dioital format also makes it possible for satellite 

derived vegetation data to be integrated with other ground -collected vegetation 

within a GIS framework and such a data integration is considered as being 

very fundamental in, especiall~l , land cover change detection. Thus presently, 

satellite remote sensing and its associated technologies of geographical 

information system(GIS) and GPS (Global Positioning System) , provide a 

good basis for us to comprehensively examine and monitor land cover changes, 

especially vegetation (Thenkal iail and Noite 1995; Jensen, 1996). A number of 

research workers have demopstrated the efficacy of finer resolution satellite 

data (Landsat MSS ,TM, and SPOT) for use in vegetation change monitoring in 

different parts of Nigeria'S s i~llli-arid region (Pilon,1986 ;Pilon andAdeniyi, 

1976 Pilon et al 1988 ; Brown, 1987 Sule 1990 ;Omojola and Ezigbalike, 1993 

Abdallah, 1994 Omojola 199'/ ) . 

Infad, lack of spedral confusiOn as a result of land cover heterogeneity in the 

SaheJian semi- arid area in c'~ nsidered as one Justifiable reason of utilizing 

satellite remote sensing in the land cover types (Prince et al 1990) . 

Observation by Amoni 1981 ~ indicated that as a result of rapid increase in 

population since 1970' s, demand for land in order to provide enough food for 
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the growing population has in : reased. Simultaneously, there has been increase 

in livestock with increased -in I ensified use of forest to meet rising demand for 

fodder, fuel wood, poles and i ,ther forest products. When population pressure 

was not excessive, traditiol1a ~ agriculture produce suiIiciellt food and maintain 

an acceptabJe level of supply, 

Forestry plays a significant role in Nigeria's economy. III the past, in addition 

to the exports of cocoa, groundnut, cotton and palm product, forestry products 

played a significant role in _ ~ igeria's favourable balallce of payment. It also 

provides raw materials whirll satisfy consumer's demalld and investment 

needs. The estimated demand :md supply of fuel wood and projections for the 

year 2000, 2005 and 2010 are presented in table 1. The structure of demand and 

supply was accessed accordin;! to ecological zones. The thirty-six states of the 

Federation and the Federal ::apital Territory were group into three fairly 

homogeneous regions on t: Ie basis of resources availability under the 

foJ/owing: - High forest, guin .: ,I savanna, Sudan savanna. 

Table 1: Estimated supply (sustaillable productioll) offuel wood. 

Accordillg to ECl logical regioll of Nigeria (ill 0001113) 

Ecological region J i97 2000 2005 2010 , 
. -

High forest 1 ( 5,79 63,518 60,046 56,575 
-- --'- -- ------..--'-- ---- ---

Guinea Savanna 2 I .068 6,508 6,146 5,797 
---

Suda Savanna 2 
, 

- ,008 2,749 2,554 2,359 

Total . '9,728 75,759 68,749 64,731 

Source :(a) Estimate was den , ed from Ojo (1994). 

The conununique of the 2 :~ 1. 1 anllual conference of forestry association of 

Nigeria held in Maiduguri, P ':'rno State 1999 holds that the major source of 
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fuel wood supply in Nigeria i,; [rom the high forest ecological zone. 

If also maintained s that tli ,: Ie has becll a declinc in the estimated supply 

(sustainable production) of ::'; Ic l wood in Nigeria. l11e sustainable supply is 

estimated to decrease from 7() . 7 million 1113 in 1997 to 64,731 m3 in the year 

2010 respectively, l see tabk t J. This shows that the grcatest effect of the 

various changes in the estimal i:d years [2005 and 2010] follows incrcase in the 

number of cultivating unit ;' nd amount of land under cultivation in the 

exploitation pressure, whicIt has in some cases exceeded the production 

capacity o[ the land resource. 

It was projected by Ojo 1994 that in the years 2000 and 2010 respectively the 

total area of forest suitable fol' sustainable production of fuel wood and other 

wood prod ucts in Nigeria has Jeclined [rom 7.71 million hater. A II these are as 

a result of human induced a :tivities on the forest area of the country . Fuel 

wood is the dominant of d(l ~ ' estic energy accounting for over 90% of total 

wood requirements (Biliya 1 'J ~7). The use of wood as a major source of fuel 

has led to serious supply de, nand imbalances, which is more severe in the 

sudan and guinea savanna zon : of Nigeria. 

Another exponent obscrvet;.{ that, (Silviconsult 1991), with a declining 

sustainab Ie [uel wood product on a huge SllPP Iy deficit 0 f about 31,5 million 1113 

in 1997, for the guinea saV~l f lOa and sudan savanna region combined and a 

projected national negative be. ~ ance of about 2.2 million m3 ill the same year 

have been recorded. Fuel woo . supply deficits of about 4.5 and 4.4 million m3 

have been reported [or Kano ;- 1d Lagos respectively for the year 1990. In such 

cities, the impacts of rapidly :iepJeting forest (deforestation) have made fuel 

wood supplies very expansivL' as a result of high transport costs. 
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Moreover, National programlHt: and desel1ification control reported that, the 

causes of desertification in N ° gerian enviromnent is mainly caused by the 

anthropogenic factors as the disruption of the ecological system, causcd by 

poor land use and even increa::;i Ig pressure put upon the available resources by 

the expanding population. Mu :e specifically, there are fine primary causes, 

notably overgrazing, over exploitation, deforestation, wood extraction and poor 

irrigation purposes. These arc influenced by factors such as changes in 

population, climate and socio-C"'conomic conditions. It is obviously a complex 

inter-relationship, which includf : : 

• Poor physical condition in terms of soi l, vegetation topography and 

inherent extreme variabi lity climate as manifested in frequent drought. 

• Disruption in ecologic(l' balance caused by poor land use and ever 

increasing demand beiJ Ig made on the available resource by the 

expanding population and socio-economic systems of the affected area. 

• Improper land use pracdces and poor land man<;lgement. the United 

Nations Sudano-sahelian office (UN SO) has identified {orcst depletion 

as major agent of desertification in Nigeria. As a result of the demand for 

wood for construction, for domestic use amI grass covcr from the fragile 

land of the sahel will c(lntinue to accelerate degradation of the soil to 

desert like conditions. In thc country sidc people filld the sale of 

firewood to the town peJple a useful supplement to their meager cash/ 

incomes. For constructio ll purposes, 350,000 haters of land is under the 

tlu'ead of disforestation aIUlually; while the rate of reforestation IS 

estimated at about 30,OO(~ haters . (CAZS MAIDUGURI) 2001 . 

Bush lmming is another agent in the process of deforestation in the study area. 

Owing to the low relative humidity of the sem i-arid zone coupled with very dry 

hamattan, wind, there is alwa:.'[o a high incidence of bush fires every dry season. 

The occurrence 0 f fire within ti Ie zone can be attributed to: 
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1. Bush burning by villages ,vhen clearing land for Agriculture. 

2. lIunters who is in such of game, set bushes on fire. 

3. Cattle herd man who set J; re to dry grass to stimulate growth of dominant 

grass buds. 

According to an organization knows as the southern African development 

coordination conference (SADI: C), more than 60 million people live in the 

nine member countries of SADCC region. 111e vast majority rely upon biomass 

in the fonn of wood, charcoal and crop or a1illual residucs for their basic 

household fuel, which account for 50 percent (Zimbabwe) and 90 percent 

(Tanzania) of natural energy ~onsumption. As the below table 2 reflected 

. energy flow (1985) final energy consumption. 

Pj(lO i 5 joules) percent 

Wood fuel 1100 79.0 

Oil products 143 10.3 

Coal 87 6.2 

Electricity 53 4.5 

SOURCE: SADCC Energy ~ ector Angola 1985 

The cun·ent demographic grov1 th patterns, shows that demand for fuel wood 

continue to grow by the year 2000, with estimated 100 million peoplc. The 

growing people will continued to increase pressure on the woody plant by more 

deforestation on the forest are,: either tluough human settlement which reduce 

the areas where woody plant cun grow or crop lands. 

However, afforestation would r::laim to have complete answer to desertification. 

This problems is best explaircd by more finding or research and educating 

people about the damage or tl 8 impact of dcforestati6il which has halved, the 
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area of the forest and savannah wood lands in the developing nations since the 

turn of the century. Despite, II the efforts of natural governments and life 

natural and community the ratl: of deforestation is increase. 11 million lectures 

a year are being cost (commoH wealth forestry rcview 1985). 

Another school of thought I\. 0ks at deforestation as contributory factor in 

desertification process and low red crop yields in sahel-sudanian zone mainly 

as sequence of accelerated \<, 'nd erosion of top soil and reduced moisture 

availability in the soil (Spears i 985). 

The long history of human oce "pation of the sahel region of the study area has 

meant that human use of the plants has been both spatially extensive and 

locally intensive. This use has , over large areas, been destructi ve, as we shall 

see in the image produce in 1976178 and 1993/95, during that time most of the 

forest have greatly reduced environmental vital tlu'ough afforestation. However, 

it was then motivated by economic influencing aLIorestation in the sahel zone 

have increasing demand for gum Arabic, taIming materials for the leather 

processing industry and fuel wood demand from 1976-80, 618, hectares of 

Acacia Senegal (Gum Arabic) and 755 hectares of fuel wood plantation were 

established. 

The most important plant sp -:Cles are Acacia Senegal, Acacia nilotica and 

Azadirachta indica. Other includes eucalyptus SSP and cassia Siamea (Papka 

1984). Most of the school of thought agued that; global warming is not being 

driven solely by energy production. It is caused also by the changes ill land use 

(deforestation and increase in Grazing lands and rice paddies). The primary man 

made sources of the most iHl portant green house gas carbond ioxide .c C02) 

include the burning of fossil fuels, deforestation, C02 is estimated to account for 
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half of that heat trapping pclential of the green house. (World resources 

institute 1990). The loss of f(~ . :st has a profound eIrect on the global carbon 

cycle. From 1850 to 1990, .. : I :forestation world-wide (including the United 

States) released 122 billion 1m.: .ric tons of carbon into the atmosphere, with the 

current rate being approximal ::ly 1.6 billion metric tOiles per year (NASA, 

2000). 

It was further observed that, he rate of deforestation varies ii-om region to 

region. Recent research results .showed that in the Brazilian Amazon, the rate of 

deforestation was ground for ( ' out 6200 square miles per years from 1978 -

1986, but fell to 48000 squ:J re miles an area the size of new England). 

However, due to the isolation :)f fragment and the increase in forest / clearing 

boundaries, a total of 16.5% 01' the forest (230,000 square miles, an area nearly 

the size of texas) was affe,:ted by deforestation. Scientist are currently 

analyzing rates of deforestati' JIl for the current decade, as well as study how 

deforestation change from yeDr to year. Tropical deforestation is responsible for 

approximately 20% of total 1l!1l11an - caused carbondioxide emissions, figure 

comparable to fossil fuel emis3ion from the united states. (Intergovernmental 

panel on climate change 2000). 

However, some has the ideas '.hat, deforestation results not only in the loss of 

trees, but may also cause th entire remaining vegetation to partially break 

down most areas are drained ~ l1ld organic matter (e.g humus) bound with soil 

becomes easier to decompose All these processes release 20% (117 thousand 

million tones C) of CO2 and t:l-h locked up in vegetation since 1850 into 

atmosphere. (Climate problem 2000). 

Another view 011 deIorestation according to (FAO/UNEP in 1980) the arboreal 

and shrubby tropical formatiDlls plus the forest follow, cover about 2.9.7 
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million km2 Their distribution by categorics and regIOns is given below in 

Table 3. the world's closed mid open tropical forests being deforested at the 

annual rates of 0.62% and 0.52%, respectively. The striking similarity of the 

rates of deforestation by regio; "} shown in Table 4 should not hide the marked 

difference that exist between ij Idividual cOllntries and between sub-region, for 

example, the annual deforestati')l1 rate for the closed forest of west Africa is 6% 

, or SIX times higher than tht comparable rate for east Ali"ica (including 

Madagascar) and 30 times higher than that for central African. These results are 

mostly through logging opt: rations, intensely or carelessly, which can 

ineparably degrade the enviI :mmellt particular on steep slopes or fragile 

ecosystem such as the mangroves or sahilian like the study area. Nearly half of 

the forest area goes to shifting cultivation and for the most part accrue the 

crusting forest fallows withoul irreparable ecological damage if not cleared 

agall1. 

Today, however, many shilling cultivation shorten the follow periods because 

of land scarcity or because of change in their needs and perceptions. 

Table 3. Tropical forest resources assessment 

Tropical Regions 

African 

Forest 

Open C lose All 

Forest Shl'u b Total 

follow Land 

37 countries America 2.2 k8 7.0 1.7 4.4 13. ] 

23 Countries Asia 6.8 2.2 9,0 1.7 1.4 12.1 

16 Countries 3.0 ) .3 3.3 0.8 0.4 4.5 

Total 76 countries 12.0 7.3 19.3 4.2 6.2 29.7 

Sources FAD/UNEP Tropical forest resources assessment. 

Table 4 T.·opical Defo."esta i'on in thousand Iml2 and in % or sudace per 
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year 
-- -

Closed For, '')t Ope/1 Forest Total 
- - -

Tropical Areas % Area % Area % 

Regions 

African 

37 countries 13.3 0 / 1 23.5 0.48 36.8 0.52 

America 
----------- -

23 Countries 43.4 0,( -1- 12.7 0.59 56.1 0.63 

Asia 

16 Countries 18.2 O.('v 1.9 0.61 20.1 0.60 

Total 19 74.9 0.(2 38.1 0.52 113.0 0.58 

countries 

Sources FAD/UNEP Tropical forest resources Assessment. 
-

Base on the observations made on the environmental factor and human induced 

activities leading to degradatil 1 of the forest the study area and the world in 

general, there is need to relie\ ~ the pressure on natural forest and reverse the 

rate of the deforestation and at id zone desertification through conservation and 

monitoring. A question aro ') :-d that "The EllV irOllllent is degradation as a 

result of human induced activ jfies, how can such be monitor and control. 

In all attempt to answer the above question, resean.:hers, in the field of 

geography and technology ha\ l! come up with studies about the anthropogenic 

activities that lead to defores l ~ltion, how deforestation can be monitored and 

controlled. The first step ill assess ing the impact of forest conversion to 

deforestation or degradatioll, \! to determille the aerial extent ortile degradation 

and subsequently the rate or I~hange in the environment and the techniques 

involved in monitoring envirOl llllental satellite data for the changes. 
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Widely scattered and largely l''lcoonJinated and uncontrolled development in 

the study area dictated that rc " I ote sensing ofrers the ouly practical and forcst 

solution for a large area ass\ ~ ;S1llent of forest conservation. To data, most 

remote sensing monitoring teel niques have been based in the contrast between 

the reflective channels of the I LuJti-spectral scanner on LAN DSAT-l, -2 ..... , -

5 and or later thematic mapper was used by (Tardin et al 1982) to estimate the 

tropical forest conversation of the BraziJIian Amazon. Similar approach on the 

kainji National park of N ; ,~cria to estimate thc conscrvation of the 

environlllcntal resource (Appohnia 1999). 

Matson et al 1984 and Murh;~ad and Cracknel 1985 demonstrated that the 

3.8mm channel on board the ," VHRR effeetively detccted sub-pixel resolution 

forest fires, tundra fires, peal 1 ires straw fires, and controlled burning (Matson 

and Dozer 1981) presented a I heoretical approach to determine the area and 

temperature of any sub-pixel f re detected by the 3.8mm channel that does not 

saturate the sensor. Other inve: ,tigator shame used the 3.8mm channel estimate 

the aerial extent of fires in II: rested areas . Most notable, Mulingreau et al 

(1985) . 

Land degradation is widely ,. ~garded as a serious problem yet it has proved 

difTicult to identify and 11 1: p. Ground based assessment tcchniques (c.g, 

UNFAO/UNEP 1984, GRAr I A 1988) are difficult and expensive to implement 

on an extensive scale. Reml le ly sensed data onen h equent complete spatial 

coverage of vegetation COV{ ' change, but the must successful degradation 

ass(':;)sment techniques requin ' i data with a relatively high spatial resolution fron~ -

landsat-MSS, landsat-TM 01' ~';POT HR V, for example, federal depattrpent of 

forestry coordinating unit (Fe II MECU) 1976178 - 1993/95 attempted using SPOT 

\ .-
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xs, LandSat Tm,ERS - 1 SAR and JERS 1 SAR and JERS-l to map land use and 

changes analysis in N igcria. it "esults that, whole country is seriously undergoing 

changes in its climate and vegctation as result of anthropogenic activities, on other 

hand human induce activities. 

As the area are been affected "" i til the impact of the deforestation, which effect 

the climate, give raised to cJim, Itic change and inflection is noticed in different 

part of the state and Nigeria il general, with enhanced intensity as obscrved by 

Thambyahpillay (1979). 

" The problem of dilllale challge has once 

Again swfaced, 117 is time with evell greater vigour 

Than ill the past .. , 

In circllmsta1lce 0, extreme Hleather 

Anomalies duril1g fhe presellt decade" 

With the recent condition or situation of changes in the climate, show extreme 

anomalies, for example Maiduguri the study area recorded a total mean rainfall 

of 234.00mm in 1982; resulte<.! as the lowest rainfall received, also the rain fall 

of J 983 and1984 had a meaL precipitation of 283111111 and 328 respectively 

showing the second and the the'ir lowcst values source fMV Maiduguri 1995. 

My investigation presents a ;.;ase study of assessment of deforc;ttat. n of 

Maiduguri and its environs. In spite of the above views, it mak us to 

understand that deforestation in Maiduguri, the study area, is as result of 

pressure 011 the natural resoun, c (vegctation) around, due to illcrcase in human 

population, crop land, and human settlemcnt, in number of grazing animals, as 

well as climatic change in th e area and the world in general. This work IS 

limited to study arca. 
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2.1 FACTORS INFLUENCING DEFORESTATION 

There are many causes asslll:iated with deforestation in the study area. 

Antlu'opogenic factors are mai~] Iy the disruption of the fragile zone of the forest 

in the area, caused poor lam use (fanning), increasing pressure upon the 

available resource by the exp~ 1)(.Iing population. More specifically, there are 

some primary causes notably o ver exploitation, over-grazing poverty and bush 

burning. 

Similar studies was reported by Sani M.A. 1998 that; ground vegetation data 

revealed that these GCPS hrppen to be ones where evidences of wood 

. exploitations, grazing intensity and bush fires are moderate to very high. Thus, 

this suggests that among the selected 35 GCPS they arc the ones that maintain 

generally low vegetation cov-er throughout the study period, most probably 

because of the combined infll.cnces of the above named agent of vegetation 

degradation .Since these GCP~ represen t about 30 % of the sampled GCPS, it 

is thus arguable that some Il1 Jderate to high pressures of grazing intensity, 

bush fires and wood exploitati')n . Over these same GCPS also, the vegetation 

indices depicts generally decreasing trends over the 1988 - 1997 period, 

suggesting a general decrease i!i vegetation over the period . 

Tropical deforestation has wl :11 known been noted as a senous ecological 

problem, especially under low rainfall areas. (Salau, 1992, IGBP, 1993). In 

low rainfall areas, such as thl ! study area, beside the negative influences of 

declining rainfall amounts 011 Jew vegetation development, excessive pressures 

are placed on the vegetation r :'sources through grazing, wood collection and 

clearance for cultivation. In 1980, this cover represents the highest of the 

observed cover classed in the area about 870km2 but within seven years, it 

dropped to the second. (Abud l kar et al 1998). 
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However, let us louk at the p" ~ mary causes, how they introduce deforestation 

, in the area and other part of .! Ie country. It is generally known that, the vast 

inhabitants of Nigeria's sudden ,ahel zone depend on firewood for cooking and 

heating for both domestic an ', non- domestic uses. The northeast arid zone 

development programme (NE.I!,ZDP) household surveys has confirmed, this 

dependence on firevvood, whik only about J 0% of the household has kerosene 

stove. However, studies in kano found that the estimated consumption of 

firewood per person in urban wood using households was 360kg or 0.52m 

eveIY year. For example in Kat 0 metropolitan it was found to be 273kg/person 

/yr (0.39m3
). While in the study area the demand is twice that of the Kano 

stuuy, due to the fact that, abuut 75% of the people living in Maiduguri and 

environs depend more on fuel wood for cooking and other domestic uses. 

During field checking, it was (,bserved that many trucks enter into Maiduguri 

metropolitan uaily with tons 0 r iirewood to their depots in Gwange area. 

2.2 EFFECT OF DEFORESTATION 

Deforestation results not only in the loss of trees, but also cause the entire 

remaining vegetation to partially break down. Moist areas are drained and the 

organic matters (e.g. humus) b(Jund in the soil becomes easily decomposed. All 

these processes release carbon dioxide (C02) into the atmosphere since 1850 

there has been a world -wide release of some 20%(117,000 tones c) of carbon, 

which was locked up in vegetalion. However, such carbon has been lost due to 

human induced activities on t114 ~ forest. (Climate problem, 2000). 

Global wanning is not being driven solely by energy production. It is also 

caused by change in land use I Deforestation, over grazing etc). Deforest~tion 

may have profound effects ( n global climate of the area by reducing the 
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evaporating, cooling that takes place from both soil and plant life. As trees and 

plant are cleared away, the 1110 ist canopy of the tropical rain forest quickly 

diminishes. Such has greater effc~ct 011 the ground and the living organisms that 

make up a rain forest. 

However, in the study area, the ) !lap of 1976/78 - 1993/95 presents an analysis 

of changes in every land cover around the area. 'Illis is duc to more demand on 

fuel wood supplies, which result in indiscriminately cutting of plants. These 

practices lead to deforestation a!ld facilitate desertification in the area which 

study hopes to proffer solutions io. 

Desel1ification is the out come of the deforested area, the study area serves as a 

good example of it. fORMECl ! (1994) in their studies sees deforestation as a 

trend to promote soil erosion. As soils are eroded, there will be reduction of 

soilnutricnts available to adjacc It crops. 

Fuel wood shortage is also an economic issue. Fucl wood scarcity and the 

increasillg distance over which fuel wood must bc transported, for example 

from kundiga area along DamLJoa-Biu Road and along Damaturu road, have 

caused prices to rise shatply in 1 ccent years. 

Mohammed (1985) found out that, fuel wood scarcity 1Il1pall'S agricultural 

productivity. Farmers where forced to up root crop residue after harvesting for 

use as fuel which traditionally should be left to enrich the soil. In certain 

situations, people resorted to th : use of cow dung as fuel. These practices tend 

to reduce crop productivity ano incomes where dung alld crops residues could 

otherwise be used to fertilize tli"" soil and as livestock feeds. 

This result is lower fertility fu agricultural land. The lower fertility of land 
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leads to lower productivity, giving a lower income, which prevents purchase of 

other substitute fuels. This phI ::10menOll ill tum leads to a greater dependence 

on fuel wood. 

The economic effects of fuel Ivood scarcity are felt beyond the home. Agro

based industries such as fish scoking are equally affected. 

However, social impact of dcJiJrestation is in the rural community around the 

study area. As fuel wood sl'pplies become scare increasingly, people are 

walking long distance in search of new supplies as far as 40 - 80klll along 

Damboa-Biu Road. In mllst rmal communities of Nigeria women are assigned 

the task of gathering firewood e.g. in Biu local govermnent area (13abur 

Women), in Niger State (Gvlllri women) etc. This affects the family as it 

reduces the time available II. (" alternative activities such as tending crops, 

preparing food and carrying 0 I other domestic activities. 

With the above views and t1}(tught, it shows that deforestation has a greater 

efrect 011 the fragile eco logica l zone of the sahel savanna area alld it result to 

detraction or degradation of thl ~ forest ill the study area. 

~. 
J 
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CHAPTEU THREE 

3.0 MATERIAL.S AND METHODOLGY 

3.1 MATERIALS 

The instruments used for the r : search are satellite imageries, and topographic 

maps of the study area. Tht imagery was acquired within the period of 

23/01193 Landsat TM on patio, 185km/Row52. The analysed topomaps were 

processed by FORMECU in J 995. 

The selected areas of study were surveyed over five days (13 Ih_1 ill December 

200 I). During the research gn und truthing (field checks 2001), identification 

of ground location of every selected area was made using a hand-held 

binocular. Though photograph~. were not taken during the ground truthing but it 

was clearly observed that th :. area visited show a progressive decline in 

vegetation cover due to const uctiOll of residential buildings and road. Also 

observed was less biologica l diversity through the Joss of species, and 

insuIIicient in old G.R.A hom; g area. This was as a result of depletion of the 

top layer of hum us Irom the so II and an increase in surface run-of wh ich is as a 

result 0 r deforestatioll . 
--. ... ------:-----

Also, some of the research ill3trument were presented to the supervisor who 

examined them and content va ' idity before they were auministered. 

3.2 METHODOLOGY 

In analyzing the data obtained, for this research work, reference Illap of the 

area, of the same scale with landsat 'I'M and MSS data, was obtained and 

digtised into ILWIS (integrated land and water inronnation system) GIS data 

1iIe. The two satellite images " 'ere then registered to this map using image- to -

map registration algorithm. L, : lusat MSS band 1,2 and3 were single out, from 

the four band data set for ea'.: I date, for detail land cover classification based 
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upon the understanding that they are the main ones that depict land cover 

quality and quality adequately (Curran, 1985). The acquired data were first 

preprocessed to correct for rad ')l1letric and geometric distOltions, using IL WIS 

soltware. 

/ 

The based map, in the GIS dali file was then used to locate reliable and easily 

identifiable ground to collect it ,fonnation that will aid in Jenning cluster into a 

specil1c land cover class it fit s- best. When the clusters were defined into land 

cover classes, appropriate JL \VIS GIS routines were used to calculate the arial 

extent of every land cover dass at both 1976 and 1993 dates, and the 

magnitude of change in eVel) land cover between the two dates. The field 

checking was conducted duri 'lg the month o[ December [or collection of 

groulld truth data. 

The percentage were also fouad fur the extent of the challges, showing the 

distribution trend o[ each of tlle identified nine forests reserved allcf'diITerent 

land cover classed of 1976- 19:3 of the stuJy area. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

DATA ANAL'~, -'IS AND INTERPRETATION 

4.0 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter deals with the . ilatistical analysis of vegetation ~nd land usc 

changes in the study area, u~ ing image interpretation. There are many cost 

associated with deforestation in the study area. Anthropogenic factors are the 

main cause of disruption of Ihe ii"agile zone of the forest in the area. More 

specifically, there are some jJt imary causes, notably over exploitation, over

grazing, poverty and bush burning. 

About 75% of the people living ill Maiduguri and environs depend more on 

fuel wood for cooking and o ther domestic uses. Durillg field check, it was 

observcd that about 10-15 trucks enter into Maiduguri mctropolitan daily with 

tons of firewood to their depo t ; in Gwange area. 

This is evidently observed during field check that, the vcgctative destruction in 

the study areas in often less systematic as it does not always involve larger-
c-

scale, whole tree harvesting, b'.J t rather it was observed that there is sy§tematic 

lopping and chopping up of tr~e branchcs. This means that trees in such areas 

are not as much felled as they are being degraded and consequelltly the areal 

extcnt of a vegetation cOllllllunity is not necessarily reduced, but its quality 

being systematically altered. 

4.1 RESULT OF THE FJUDING 

It is clear from the results ob t::tined here that Land cover changcs in the study 

arca betwecn J 976 alld 1993 i,lVolvcd trallsfonnation of rorest-like covers into 

nOll-forest covers, such as accderated land degradation process like erosion, 

desert encroachment and defol f ~station . 
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This means reduction in both t e density and amount of the higher vegetation 

community. 

Table 4.1 Shows the distribut i:mal trend of each of the idcntified four Land 

cover classes of the study are< , and the prescllt changes in the four identified 

Land cover c1asscs. 

Table 4.2 presents the a11aly~ is of nine forest reserve, dcgradated extent and 

changes in evelY forest reserves betweell 1976-1993. Figure 4.2 and 4. 3 also 

show the Land use changes il 'lIe study area (1976-1993). 

4.1.1 BUILT UP AREA 

Thc build up area was about] I km 2 in 1976 which had increased to 21.3km ill 

1993 at an anllual growth rate of 1.3%, It is not difficult to blame the changes 

0/1 population growth and migration towards the fvlaiduguri town Ii'om 

diffcrellt part of thc statc. Jt i~ , worth noting herc that the growth of N igcrian 

population used to be lcss th:1Il 2% per a1mUIll in the 1950s and 1960s, but 

increased due to progressive up-surge ill population durillg the 1970s and 

1980s. 

4.1.2 FOREST AREA 

Naturally, this area suppose is ,0 be dominated by thick vegetation cover. Due 

to increase in demand of fue l wood, this area has undergone a decrease in 

spatial extent of about 116.5, 'km2 between 1976- L 993 which represents a 

decrease of about 11.5%. Tl 0picaL deforestation has well been noted as a 

serious ecological problem, (" ~.pecially under low rainfall area (Salau, 1992, 

IGIJP, 1993). In low rainfall arcas, such as thc study arca, bcside thc negativc 

inlluellce of declining rainfall amounts on vegetation development, excessive 
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pressures are placed 011 the few vegetation resources through grazing, wood 

collection a Ill) clearance for cultivation. III 1976, this cover represent the 

second highest of all the observe .! cover classes in the study area (41.3 kIn2
) but 

within seventeen years, it oropp ~o to about 27.5 klll2 in 1993. During groulld 

tmtlling, it was observeo that til : lorest Lalld cover is actually encroached by 

farllliands, while the remaining litlle 10rested area is undcr increasing threats 

of wood collection. 

4.1.3 AGIUCUL TURAL AREA 

This cover represents the highes . of all the observed cover classes in the stuoy 

area having about 156.9km' in 1976 (intensive small holoer Rainfed 

Agricullure), and 122kIn2 in 199J (extensive small holoer Rainfed Agricullure). 

The farmlands was introduced t( , livestock farming, plantation, Rainfed Arable 

crop farming and Agriculture v/ith Denuded area. This means that the little 

forest like and non-forest trees ill the study area are much fell ed and cleared lor 

farmland as they are being degr' ded and consequently the areal extent of Land 

cover has changed, such resulted to the highest degradation rate of 4.3% per 

annulIl in the study area. 

4.1.4 WATER BODY AREA:-

Lake Alo, (fresh water, marsh! :.;walllp area) ill the study area occupied about 

0.25kIn2 in 1976 and 10.251<.1112 in 1993 of fresh water body. This represent a 

total increase of 1.2 per alUlUIn ill seventeell years. While the marsh! swamp 

area decreased from 0.75km2 in 1976 to O.25kIn2 in 1993 . 

While there is increase in the siz~ of the watcr body orabout 10.% in seventeen 

years. Various reasons, including construction of Dam, sand and gravel 

collection. During the field ch( ck it was observed that the cover in actually 

under increase threats of sand collection , which also contributed to the 
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increased in the size of the water booy area . 

TABLE 4.1 SESTlMATED AREA, ~ EXTENT AN/) CHANGES IN TilE CLUSTER 

LAND USE COVERS BETWEEN . '976-1993. 

Classes Total extellt I "tal exlellt Total areal % % P.A 

AI'eal1976 km2 ( . (!(I / 1993 klll2 dUlIIge /(m2 

Built lip area II ... 1.3 10.3 15.2 / .3 
.. -

Foresl area 40 2 d 12.5 18.4 1.5 
----"-"--- ------ ---- - --- --. _.- - --- --------- ---"- - ----------
Agric area 157 I 12 35.0 51.6 4.3 

-- --.-
WaleI' body area 0.25 I f).25 10. () 14.8 1.2 

- ---
Total 20.'1.3 I U. l 6 7.8 100 

.. 
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Table 4.2: Estimated areal extellt, dijj'erellces of degradated area afld 

challges ill the/orest Reserves,1976/1978 -1993/1995. 

Classes Deg.-adated Degr: ttlated Land J crcelltage 

extent 1976 edell l 1993 use (Yo 

km2 lun2 changes 

lun 2 

--

Jaori 0.25 2.5 2.25 12.5 

MolaiA 0 0 0 0 

MolaiB 0 4.75 4.75 26.4 

--- - -----"._.--

Getlur l.25 2.5 1.25 9.6 

femari 5.75 G 1.75 9.7 

L/i\lo 0 0 0 0 

reserve 

--

Limati 2.25 0 2.25 12.5 

Azaya 2.75 2.75 ) 5.3 

Part Jaori 3 0 3 16.7 

-

TOTAL 12.5 18.5 18 100 

-
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CHAPTER FIVE 

5.0 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, CONCLUSION AND 

RECOMMANDATIOI 

5.1 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

It is clear from the results obta:llcd (table 4.1) that there is rcduetion in both 

density and amount of higher vegetation c01l1munity .Analysis of the result 

show that; from 1976 to 1993, the build lip area has increased from 1 I km2 to 

21.3kJn2 due to explosion in IJl)pulation growth. 

This gave annual recent increa;e o[ 1.3%. During the ssame period, lake Alo 

with spatial extent 0[0.25k111 a~ of 1976 has by 1993 increased in spatial extent 

to 10.25km2
, which gives an allnual increase ofl.23% . This is a pointer to the 

rapid rate o[ construction of Dam, sand and gravel collection. 

On the other hand, some dccn:ase were observed in other cover types in the 

area during the same period. Thc forcst cover has declined from 40km2 to 27. 

5kJ11 2 which indicated an Hnnuu! rate o[ change o[ about 1.53%. 

This pattern of land cover tr~ms[onnation in the study area will contribute 

. significantly towards acce1erali 'lg land dcgradation process such as accelerated 

desert encroachment ill the area. 

5.2 CONCLUSION. 

Remote sensing teclmiques as ~mployed to investigate land cover changes in 

Maiduguri and its environs, fUl ll1 1976 to 1993. 

The area was stratified into fVJr dilTcrent lanu cover types (Built -up area, 

forest area, Agricultural area a.H.1 water body), tlu'ough GIS-based Landsat TM 

and MSS images classification . 

extcnt of each Chestcr lanu CO\ er for the two analyscd topographic maps (1976 

anu 1993), anu how it has changed betwecn the dates (figure 4.2and 4.3.) . 
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As this study advances to the tage of satellite data analysis and ground truth 

collcction. It is envisaged that lr10re questions are likely to emerge, waiting to 

be answered. This is most esp ::~ially because sateJlite data is not in anyway an 

end in itself, for its value is g, -;-atly enhanced only when it is integrated with 

other spatial data sets, especialJ:i ground truth (Bradbwiy ami Rollin, 1986) . 

However, lack of Aerial photor,raph for 1993 prevented carrying out changes 

detection accuracy evaluation 0 ' the technique employed here to be maue. 

Some prevIOus studies usmI~ 1l1ultitemporal landsat data (single, 1986, 

. Omojola and Ezigbalike, 1993, lusoff and Abdulmary, 1995) have however 

shown that, conversion can be idell tified fairly accurately, lead ing some 

credence to the change in ligures identified in the stuuy. The assessmcllt of 

deforestation in the study arecc by using remote sensiJJg data would lead to 

generation of comprehensive n?'wit or out come of deforestation in the area and 

Nigeria at largc. 

5.3 KECOMMANDATIOr~S. 

Therefore from the above resul '. of the study, it is considered desirable to make 

the following recommendations, which could go a long way in reducing the 

rate of deforestation in the stud), area and Nigeria at large . 

While sustaining the ongoin~! unarticulated and uncoordinated efforts of 

goverJlmcnt programmcs, the ~ovcmmcnt should centcr on formulation and 

designing of a comprehensi'/ e long-term intervention package. Such an 

intervention package must be Jilllctional ill structure, specific in objectives and 

time frame, and sustainable in Inethodology and above all backup by a coherent 

allll efficient environmental PO;tcy and agencies. 

Government should enact enabl ing laws and policy aim at in encouraging tree 

planting/afforestation progralllPllnes. 
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Improve the livelihood of the people, by reducing the price of the other sourct: 

of energy {or domestic useu, uch as kerosene , cooking gas and coal . 

Establishment of geographic in '; mnation system (GIS) to stuuy the ecological 

problem in magnitude of deforc ; .atiol1. 

Thcre is neeu for the creation of .. 1 strong Non-government organization (NGO), 

which should composcd of prol '~ss ionals as it is done in other countrics face 

similar problems. This NGO si1("Jld work hand ill hand with othcr govcrnmcnt 

agencies to euucate the people l l' about deforestation anu its reJatcu problems 

on the env ironmcnt. 
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